
Applicant Tracking
One recruiting platform that combines everything you need from source to hire.

Improve your hiring process with CareerBuilder Applicant Tracking, the pre-hire solution in CareerBuilder’s Hello to HireTM platform. 
Leveraging CareerBuilder’s industry-leading expertise in advertising, data, search and sourcing technology, CareerBuilder Applicant 
Tracking provides a one-of-a-kind ecosystem that translates into faster, easier hiring. From the moment a requisition is created to 
the point a hire is made, our software provides all the tools you need to attract quality talent and effectively manage your internal 
recruitment process.

Seventy-eight percent of employers say they want one overall solution to streamline activities and consolidate their recruiter tools. 
CareerBuilder Applicant Tracking strengthens any candidate acquisition strategy and empowers your team to make the right hires faster.

Features

1. Flexible Career Site designed for the candidate 
Our Career Site is designed with the candidate in mind, but also provides the 
flexibility to meet the needs of HR teams. Seventy percent of candidates are applying 
via mobile, and our mobile- and desktop-friendly process works to streamline 
applications. HR teams can utilize Artificial Intelligence (AI) to keep existing Talent 
Networks reengaged. 

2. Embedded functionality to efficiently manage process
Includes offer letter and document management functionality, Supply and Demand 
data to learn more about the labor market, optional integrated background checks with 
our CB Employment Screening and video interviewing to make the acquisition process 
faster and more efficient.

3. Search and manage candidates with ease 
Leverage AI and our world-class unified search experience to quickly find and 
manage candidates within the system. Plus, match existing candidates to your
open positions.

4. Accelerate your hiring with automation and fast communication
Speed up your time to hire by automating interview scheduling and allowing 
candidates to schedule themselves. Engage with hiring managers via email, allowing 
them to move candidates they approve through to the next stage. Automate forms 
and background check deliveries based on specific workflow steps to cut down on 
busywork for your team.

5. Reporting to keep recruitment efforts effective
One simple click allows you to stay on top of all your key data, including your talent 
pipeline, requisition management and more. Export data to your in-house Business 
Intelligence teams to integrate your Talent Metrics with the rest of the business. Create 
custom reports quickly and easily for additional reporting needs, so you can double 
down on what’s working.

6. SocialReferral boosts your referral program 
SocialReferral enables you to leverage your best brand advocates - your team. By 
making it easy to share open requisitions with referrals and post messages on social 
media, and by gamifying the experience, you can create a referral program that keeps 
your team engaged and consistently brings in quality candidates.

Contact your representati ve today, or visit hiring.careerbuilder.com
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“Unlike the corporate recruiting team, 
our restaurant managers are not used 
to doing anything in an electronic 
environment or tracking a candidate 
during the hiring process. We wanted to 
provide them with a seamless, concise 
and simple workflow and CareerBuilder 
Applicant Tracking was the perfect to 
tool for our team.”

-Lettuce Entertain You


